
STARDROPS – NOVEMBER 8 – 14

Nov 8/9     Sun at 18* Scorpio trine Neptune -  Two Days for opening oneself up to new 
concepts that you might not have considered before. Can be inspiring, heart softening – 
moved towards acceptance, love and an inner truth.  This energy creates opportunity to get 
away, take a break.  One can feel energized – empowered and invigorated, ready to embrace a 
more positive outlook.  A good day to contemplate future plans, be inspired.

Nov 10       Mercury re-enters Scorpio up to December 1, 2020,  after an intense “separating 
out” and “ exposure” Mercury retrograde period, now Mercury has done its job on planet 
earth these last 3 weeks, we're all  in a much better understanding of what we individually  
need to do for ourselves given the backdrop of the new world situation. 

In other words, something has happened and we can no longer be fuzzy, diffused and unclear 
about who we are, what we value and care about and what we want for our lives. It's now a 
much better time to capture your vision, feelings and powerful inner truths and bring them 
into the light for a new game plan.   Do you feel you are in a more clearer  place than before? 
Mercury may not have brought you the actual physical changes in concrete realization, but 
mentally, it has quickened your mind to what matters to you more than ever. 
 (More on this below at end of article attached to New Moon description.)

Separating out, taking tangled vines apart and recognizing the differences of  perspective, 
behavior, situations, beliefs or timelines – what is me, and what has simply moved into my 
body or my aura without  noticing things as they really were. We simply did nothing to block 
the unwanted weeds.
There are many types of evolutions living on Earth at the same time, but only one Divine 
Blueprint in the Universes – Pure Divine Love.
Layers of realities rest upon each other with millions living within each layer, sometimes 
intersecting.  Scorpio Mercury Retrograde has just defined the boundaries between several 
layers of worlds. Which one do you live in?

Where is this showing up in your own life? How are you digging deep to uncover things about 
yourself or others, situations and circumstances and how you've gotten caught up in someone 
elses' layer or some other world which feels incongruent with your inner truth?  The mind 
goes far to find one's truth now and how to get back on track. Saying no is always a good 
boundary tool to start with. 

A necessary purge in order for all to progress was this Mercury in Scorpio period from 
September 27 – December 1, 2020, especially the most intense period, October 7 – November 
17.

Notice the outer life situations in contrast with  your own Value List
you can create. How congruent are these internal and external

realities? 

Do they match or are they in conflict? The more intuitive a person you are the more difficult 
this might be to write down. 



Nov 11    Venus at 18* Libra inconjunct Neptune at 18* Pisces     Social/relationships out of 
sync with assumed expectations this day. Causes some tension and frustration with others, 
disappointing. Items lost, misplaced. Emotions a bit scrambled – some irritations with people 
not responding as you wished.

Nov 12    Sun at 20* Scorpio sesquiquadrate  Chiron 6* Aries    Similar to  above this day can 
create too much introspection in regards to what's wrong with me, frustrations and minor 
anxieties – keep it cooled down, calm and block mind from self criticism this day.

Nov 12    Jupiter conjoins Pluto for the  last time in 2020  at 22* Capricorn    This aspect 
emanates  power to conform to a global agenda or rely upon ones own belief as a source of 
motivation. 

This  event beginning Nov 1 – 20, peaking exact on Nov 12.  It's easy to see this playing out in 
the world scene all 2020 with  the restrictions,  constrictions, demonstration of power, laws 
enforced, business and professional conformity, yet how could this be effecting us as 
individuals? 
This conjunction enforces the acceptance of some kind of attitude, outlook and belief, or 
consolidate ones' own power and be independently climbing the mountain of your own Divine
Plan. During these dates we might see ourselves one last time be conformed to an outer 
cultural attitude. What we want to avoid throughout this period is buying into something that 
is not aligned with our true path and what we're really all about. 

How have you been held back?

List five things quickly without thinking too much,  that if you changed it, you would feel an 
inner satisfaction, experiencing an excitement, completeness. How powerful would it feel to 
reach a greater internal power aligned with your Higher Blueprint?

Take one thing and really think about what if it was magically resolved? 
Create your negative list and write down beside it,  the positive - something that would resolve
it....Why we're doing this exercise is so you can transform your inner belief of Power, rather 
than surrender it to an outside situation. 

Capricorn = Power; 
Jupiter = our beliefs inside our minds 
Pluto means we're being consumed, absorbed or programmed into thinking a certain way our 
environment has created, externally molding us, rather than  allowing our own internal nature
to blossom and influence our environment around us.  Inward to outwards.  

Work on creating a mantra or statement you want to create for yourself for 2021 based upon 
the top priority in your life and make sure it's specific, not diffused or a fluffy abstract kind of 
concept your subconscious can't relate to! ( I Am Committed to experiencing courage and 
confidence this year no matter what I need to face).  Or   “COURAGE”.

Nov 13    Sun at 21* Scorpio inconjunct Node at 21* Gemini     A day of noticing one's world 
seems out of sync with people, trends, news or situations  - cognitive dissonance. 



Try to adjust by not caving in too much to the situation, and telling yourself this disconnect 
with so and so will be over soon.

Nov 13    Mercury at 3* Scorpio sesquiquadrate Neptune    Another example of ones' vision 
and clarity versus selective idealism and fantasy beliefs all around us.   Also, some challenges 
with energy levels, health and  mental clarity.  This aspect creates a mild discontent that you 
might not do anything about, never the less it's bothersome.

Stand with hands outwards pushing back negative  mind numbing
waves and call for the Divine Truth, Vitality, Vibrancy and Light to

blast right through all murky, confusing energies attempting to
create apathy, non-action or interference in my  productive day.

Nov 13    Mars stationary direct at 15* Aries ( Theme; semi-sextile Neptune  10/22 to 12/6;  
sextile North Node – 10/6 to 12/11) 

The pursuit of finding one's true self clothed in Light. Energy that has been thwarted, held 
back , frustrated can now take flight.  The very fact Mars is coming out of retrograde ( since 
September 9) and able to now move forward again in the dynamic fire of Aries the Warrior, 
the Self Realized, the I AM – is going to feel Incredible.
With a semi-sextile to Neptune ( ideals) it's as if one can now constructively declare war 
against any apathy within and around one's world. 

The Mars sextile the Node brings collaboration, meetings and arrangements so help is near, 
people support and you are not alone. We have this Mars moving direct in Aries up to January
6, 2021. Lots of motivation now put to action brings constructive changes.

Question: What has been most frustrating with my self -realization that I can finally 
experience progress with?

Nov 14    Venus 21* Libra trine Node at 14* Gemini    Beautiful flow for meetings, 
conversations and plans, discussions and presentations.  If you desire to reach out and 
connect, share and hope for reciprocity, today might just be the day to find harmony among 
others' minds and hearts. 

Nov 14     Sun at 22* Scorpio sextile Pluto and Jupiter conjoined in Capricorn    Cooperative 
planning, discussions and exposing layers of complex issues as one digs to find solutions, 
truth and powerful revelations with another or a large community who care to know the larger
picture.

Nov 14    New Moon  in Scorpio conjoin Mercury  in Scorpio oppose Uranus/Black Moon in 
Taurus  This New Moon impacts us from November 14 – 30th. However....because Mercury is 
also tied in to this New Moon, it will magnify also its revealing nature from October 7 – up to 
November 17, the Mercury oppose Uranus theme has caused a sort of suspended dimension or
reality everywhere of separating oneself out from previously entangled compromises, while 



something as clear as crystal has been emerging, erupting from deep within out into the 
dazzling light of day. This can occur by the end of the Mercury retro cycle ( ended November 
17, the last time Mercury in Scorpio opposes Uranus in Taurus which began early October.)  
Because this Mercury is connected to the New Moon in Scorpio polarized with planets in 
Taurus it opens the way for a new start beginning on November 14.  

This opportunity can mark the point where all that hard work you've been doing in removing 
old patterns where we felt we had to compromise in certain ways or we wouldn't be liked, we'd
get fired, or suffer from the unfavorable consequences, can now be replaced with courage. 
That Eagle Vision of the Third Eye, seeing clearly through all past arrangements and choose to
merge with truth rather than compromise. 

Promising to let go of more damaging tendencies to cave in,  whether bad habits or with 
others.   Finding ways to replace that old pattern with a new habit, a new behavior or response
that is higher, more positive without giving away your inner beautiful values.  Scorpio is the 
ability to merge with something in order to transform ourselves, yet demands we give up 
something to do it. Don't give up your identity to gain something in return. This New Moon 
makes us re-examine what bargains we have made in our lives in order to keep peace.

Money, spending, supporting others, paying things off, gifting others, making the effort to 
support without breaking your own promises you gave to yourself of how you need to live. 
As you can see, the Chart below shows a split.  
The New Moon inspires clarity for healing money, healing the body, healing your inner self 
image and again, working on aligning your outer actions and decisions, life circumstances to 
match better your inner values, without extreme severing involved.

For many, it marks a time where the new start they've been wanting will continue to be jagged 
and unsettling, as more Uranus in Taurus conjoin Black Moon in Taurus expose a 
compromised  ownership over humanity.  Own Yourself and Your True Nature!





November 14, 2020 – November 30, 2020

The New Moon inspires smart action taken with relationships, for healing money, healing the 
body, healing your inner self image and again, working on aligning your outer actions and 
decisions you make each day, your life circumstances to your inner values, without extreme 
severing involved.  Own Yourself.

THE NEW MOON THEME IS RE-ALIGNING ONESELF TO A BETTER LIFE AND HIGHER
PURPOSES WHICH MATCH YOUR REAL SELF. 
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